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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis is to address four roundel engravings created by 

Theodor de Bry (1528-1598) as ornament prints for the interior of metalwork drinking 

vessels: The Captain of Wisdom, The Captain of Folly, Pride and Folly, and Charity. The 

literature on these engravings is sparse, and this paper seeks to situate them in their visual 

context, as well as settle the question of whether they were marketed as a distinct set of 

prints, which includes a determination of their date of execution. To do so, I analyze the 

densely-packed imagery and text in terms of their biblical and classical sources and how 

they relate to the confessional divide and contemporary politics during the Dutch Revolt 

(1568-1648). In addition, I argue that the potency of the images—as didactic material and 

as Protestant propaganda—is amplified by their function as designs for domestic objects, 

by their intended audience’s sophisticated visual literacy, and by their association with 

one another as constituents of a coherent set. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This paper will address four roundel engravings created in the sixteenth century 

by Theodor de Bry (1528-1598) in the collection of the University of Arizona Museum of 

Art (UAMA): The Captain of Wisdom, The Captain of Folly, Pride and Folly, and 

Charity (ca. 1558-1588)(figs. 1-4).1 The assumption at the outset of my research was that 

they were created at the same time, as a set. The engravings were indeed sold to the 

UAMA as a set of four and are currently mounted together in one mat. The museum’s 

records indicate that they are ornamental prints designed for the interiors of metalwork 

drinking vessels known as tazze (sing. tazza)(fig. 5).2 They exhibit biblical and classical 

imagery, inscriptions in Dutch and French, as well as decorative elements, and either a 

central medallion or tondo. De Bry combines traditional allegorical imagery with text to 

entertain and educate his audience. Additionally, because the Captain engravings depict 

portraits of polarizing contemporary figures of the Dutch Revolt, or Eighty Years’ War 

(1568-1648), the works must be analyzed in terms of visual propagandistic methods and 

tropes.  

In 2016 I undertook a graduate research project about these engravings that 

culminated in a term paper entitled “Drink, Pray, Revolt: Decorative Art as Protestant 

Propaganda in Four Designs by Theodor de Bry.” In that paper, I accept the premise that 

the engravings were designed for the decoration of tazze, and I apply Andrew Morrall’s 

ideas about the role of domestic objects in moral exercise and social ritual in the post-

                                                            
1 This date range encompasses the dates of execution put forth in all available published sources. This 
paper will propose a narrower range. 
2 Object file from the University of Arizona Museum of Art. 
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Reformation era to those works.3 I discuss the religious, domestic, and political contexts 

in an attempt to reconcile the disparate information regarding the conception, creation, 

function, and audience of these four engravings. I argue that they are at the same time 

fine art prints, designs to decorate utilitarian objects, and historically significant 

propaganda pieces. It would be natural to conclude that the engravings have such 

multiple functions, especially given what is known about their creator’s historical 

circumstances and progression through multiple careers. 

This thesis will refine and build upon my initial research from 2016. In Chapter 1 

I will provide a detailed formal analysis of the engravings and a selective historical 

context, including a brief biography of the artist. In Chapter 2 I will present an overview 

of the visual culture within which the prints were created—including prints, printed 

propaganda, rhetorical displays, and emblem books--and examine their meaning, 

function, and audience. I will show that the four prints rely upon the early modern Dutch 

viewer’s visual literacy to recognize layers of meaning, create connections, and interpret 

them as a coherent set. I will concentrate on their reception primarily as a set of ornament 

prints, because the significance of the engravings is amplified when they are regarded as 

decoration for drinking vessels. However, since they have been preserved only in print 

form, I will briefly address the practice of collecting prints as finished objects. Based 

upon factors within the historical context, the artist’s biography, and the trends in 

iconography and propaganda, I will also propose a relatively narrow date range of 1578-

1584 for the publication of the set of engravings. I will show that all the different aspects 

                                                            
3 Andrew Morrall, "Protestant Pots: Morality and Social Ritual in the Early Modern Home," Journal of 
Design History 15/4 (2002): 267. 
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of these prints—utilitarian, moralistic, ritualistic, and propagandistic—are inseparable, as 

are the prints themselves.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

The earliest references to these engravings are published in inventories by Georg 

Kaspar Nagler and F.W.H. Hollstein. In his monumental New General Artists Lexicon of 

1835, Nagler lists in his inventory three of the four roundels—The Captain of Wisdom, 

The Captain of Folly, and Pride and Folly—without mention of the fourth, Charity. He 

identifies them as prints designed for metal bowls or dishes, but he does not estimate their 

dates.4  

Hollstein cites Nagler as his source, but he also includes Charity to complete the 

set of “four designs for richly ornamented dishes with medallions.” Hollstein lists six 

collections in which these engravings are found. Out of the six, half contain all four 

prints, which seems to confirm that they were occasionally collected that way as a set. 

However, two of the collections only hold three, and the one they are both missing is 

Charity, which may be due to the fact that collectors were guided by Nagler’s 

assessment. Charity is the only print of the four that bears a date, which singles it out 

further from the group. Unfortunately, the date of Charity is ambiguous in its legibility 

because it has been altered clumsily on the plate (fig. 6). While other sources read it 

variously as 1578 and 1588, Hollstein interprets it as 1558, and does not estimate a date 

for any of the others.5 If the date of 1558 is correct, then as we will see, Charity must 

have been created at least nine years earlier than The Captain of Wisdom and The Captain 

of Folly, which represent public figures who had not yet come to prominence by that 

year. As for the other three engravings, if an online or print catalog mentions them at all, 

                                                            
4 Georg Kaspar Nagler, Neues Allgemeines Künstler‐Lexicon; oder Nachrichten Von Dem Leben Und Den 
Werken Der Maler, Bildhauer, Baumeister, Kupferstecher etc., (Germany: 1835), 180. 
5 F. W. H. Hollstein, Dutch and Flemish Etchings, Engravings, and Woodcuts, Ca. 1450‐1700 4 (Amsterdam: 
M. Hertzberger, 1951), 47. 
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their dates would appear to be based upon unreferenced information, or perhaps 

speculation.  

I have found only two publications from the public exhibition of any of these 

engravings. First is an exhibition in 1999 from the collections of the National Galleries 

Scotland (NGS) entitled Designs of Desire: Architectural and Ornament Prints and 

Drawings, 1500-1850. The two Captain prints were exhibited along with designs de Bry 

created for belt buckles, swords, and daggers, as well as tapestries, stained glass, 

architecture, furniture, and more by other designers, artists, and architects. The author 

does not offer a date, nor does he refer to Charity or Pride and Folly as related prints, but 

he definitively identifies the two designs as intended for engraved tazze.6  

James Tanis and Daniel Horst also include the two Captain prints in an exhibition 

and the accompanying catalog Images of Discord: A Graphic Interpretation of the 

Opening of the Eighty Years’ War at Bryn Mawr College in 1993. As in the Designs of 

Desire exhibition, Pride and Folly (which they refer to as Superbia) and Charity were not 

on display, but they are mentioned primarily as “pendant prints” whose main purpose is 

to provide an expanded context to the Captains. It does not appear that Bryn Mawr had 

the pendant prints on hand to include in the exhibition, but they interpret the date on 

Charity as 1588, which they claim must be later than the rest of the engravings, which 

they date to 1570-1572 in the catalog. Tanis and Horst doubt whether any of the images 

were ever actually intended to be engraved into silver dishes or cups.7 The only 

explanation given for their doubt is that there are no extant examples of such a completed 

                                                            
6 Timothy Clifford, Designs of Desire: Architectural and Ornament Prints and Drawings, 1500‐1850 
(Edinburgh: National Galleries of Scotland, 1999), 91. 
7 James Tanis and Daniel Horst, Images of Discord: A Graphic Interpretation of the Opening Decades of the 
Eighty Years' War (Bryn Mawr, Pa; Grand Rapids: Bryn Mawr College Library, 1993), 85. 
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dish with this specific imagery. If their claim is true, the implication is that the 

engravings were created with the same purpose as any other propaganda print of their 

time, and consideration of their use on utilitarian objects would therefore be extraneous. 

However, we will see that there is ample evidence of the transference of imagery between 

mediums during the sixteenth century—print to stoneware and back to print, print to 

metalwork and back again—so that it would be unreasonable to expect the de Bry 

engravings to have remained exclusively on paper. In the following pages I will also 

show that these images’ value as propagandistic material increases, at least among 

particular audiences, when we remember their intended function as designs for decorative 

art.  

I will note that Images of Discord is the only source I found that both transcribes 

the Dutch text from the portrait roundels in its entirety and translates it into English, so I 

have relied upon Tanis and Horst’s work in that capacity. While each of the four 

engravings contain both Dutch and French text, sometimes the texts translate differently, 

and sometimes they appear to be written in different hands. The Appendix includes the 

text as it appears in the prints—as well as can be deciphered—and sources for 

transcriptions and translations. 

The migration of imagery between media is illustrated in David Gaimster’s 

comprehensive book German Stoneware 1200-1900: Archaeology and Cultural History 

(1997), which refers to a stoneware pot containing a medallion design based on a print by 

de Bry, a double portrait of the Pope and the Devil (fig. 7). Gaimster notes that this 

particular double portrait theme was first published in broadsheets in the 1520s, but that 

de Bry may have copied the motif from a satirical medal, which resulted in its circular 
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form.8 This is the same model as the double portrait of the Fool and the Devil (or satyr) in 

the central medallion of Pride and Folly. In “Protestant Pots: Morality and Social Ritual 

in the Early Modern Home (2002),” Morrall cites Gaimster’s example in his discussion of 

how ceramic pots with partisan decoration functioned in the home.9 

Aside from UAMA, NGS, and Bryn Mawr, there are several other public 

collections that currently hold some or all of these engravings. I found them in the online 

catalogs of the Victoria & Albert Museum (V&A), the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the 

Art Institute of Chicago (AIC), the British Museum, the Warburg Print Collection at 

Vassar College (Vassar), and the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.10 Naturally, the presentation 

and content of information at each institution’s website varies. This is not unusual given 

the fact that catalog information does not always derive from rigorous research at 

collecting institutions. Cataloging standards have changed over time, and museums 

frequently rely on documentation provided by the donor or vendor.  

The mission and scope of collection of an institution also affect how information 

is presented. For example, the majority of works by de Bry held by the Victoria & Albert 

are ornamental prints created to adorn metalwork, and the V&A specialize in art and 

design. When the roundel engravings are listed, their object names are given as 

“Engraving” or “Design for a metalwork dish,” not as specific titles such as The Captain 

of Wisdom (that information is noted but only in the inscription field). Among the 

                                                            
8 David Gaimster et al., German Stoneware, 1200‐1900: Archaeology and Cultural History: Containing a 
Guide to the Collections of the British Museum, Victoria & Albert Museum, and Museum of London 
(London: British Museum Press, 1997), 148‐149. 
9 Andrew Morrall, "Protestant Pots: Morality and Social Ritual in the Early Modern Home," Journal of 
Design History 15/4 (2002): 267. 
10 Daniel Horst is now an historian at the Rijksmuseum, which owns all four engravings. Unfortunately, at 
the time of this writing, the dating information on the Rijksmuseum’s online collection database does not 
match the Images of Discord catalog, nor does it match between their multiple copies at the 
Rijksmuseum.  
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hundreds of de Bry designs at the V&A, each of the four are identified in the catalog 

description as a “plate from a suite of 4 designs for ornamented dishes, with medallions, 

and dated 1577-78,” so they are assumed to belong together in the collection.11 Thus their 

function as a set of decorative art patterns is highlighted, while the design itself and its 

interpretation are considered secondary. 

By contrast, the Art Institute of Chicago, which only has two of the four 

engravings, identifies them by proper titles derived from their inscriptions—The Seven 

Works of Charity and Pride and Madness (Orgeuille et Follie)—that emphasize their 

status as individual art objects.12 The online catalog descriptions of the two works do not 

connect them to one another in function in any way; it is not implied that Charity is 

anything but a two-dimensional print in conception, but it is suggested that Pride and 

Madness might have been engraved into a low bowl. The two works are estimated as 

1588 and ca. 1588 respectively. However, this does not mean that the AIC curatorial staff 

positively supports the hypothesis that they are not a set. Unlike the UAMA, which 

accessioned the four prints from a single vendor at the same time, the two prints at AIC 

came from two different sources in two different years, and their catalog entries may 

have been written by two different people.  

While Vassar’s collection is published online, they also produced a printed 

catalog of their collection in 1995 by Dorothy Limouze. Limouze took the Charity 

                                                            
11 “Design for a metalwork dish” (four pages), V&A Search the Collections, Victoria & Albert Museum, 
collections.vam.ac.uk (January 6, 2019).  
12 “The Seven Works of Charity” and “Pride and Madness (Orgeuille et Follie)”, Search the Collection, Art 
Institute Chicago, artic.edu/collection (January 7, 2019). I should note that while the contemporary French 
word folie may be translated into English as madness, the AIC is the only source to call it “madness” 
instead of “folly.” “Follie” also appears in the engraving known as The Captain of Folly, so I will use “folly” 
for the sake of consistency both with the absurd imagery that work contains, and across the set of 
engravings. 
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engraving as a starting point, whose inscribed date seems to end in an “8,” and notes that 

those pictured in the portrait roundels were both alive in 1578, so that would be the most 

likely conclusion.13 She also translates the inner band of text on the Charity print, which I 

found helpful for my research.  

The literature on The Captain of Wisdom, The Captain of Folly, Pride and Folly, 

and Charity is unfortunately sparse, and sources tend to provide conflicting information. 

It is a challenge to wade through what information exists, and I have spent considerable 

space focusing on the various proposed dates of execution of the engravings. However, a 

thorough interpretation of these prints hinges on the question of whether they are actually 

four separate works, or one work in four parts, which in turn depends on their date of 

execution. The historical context and the artist’s circumstances, which changed rapidly 

between the early and late date estimates of 1558 and 1588, will be addressed in the 

following chapter.    

                                                            
13 Dorothy A. Limouze, The Felix M. Warburg Print Collection: A Legacy of Discernment (Poughkeepsie, NY: 
Frances Lehman Loeb Art Center, Vassar College, 1995), 110.   
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CHAPTER I: Formal Analysis and Historical Context 

For a thorough interpretation of these engravings, a formal analysis must include 

the situation of the imagery within its historical context, even at the risk of 

oversimplifying a complex series of events, as well as a consideration of the artist’s 

experiences vis-à-vis his movements. In this case, the prints were created in response to 

the political conditions occasioned by the Eighty Years’ War (1568-1648), also known as 

the Dutch Revolt. The Captain of Wisdom and The Captain of Folly are portrait 

medallions of William I, Prince of Orange (1533-1584) and Fernando Álvarez de Toledo, 

the Third Duke of Alba (1507-1582), who were major opposing figureheads in the early 

years of the conflict. 

In the sixteenth century, there was constant upheaval across northern Europe due 

to religious and political conflicts. The Netherlands had been under Habsburg Spanish 

rule since the previous century, as a loose affiliation of seventeen provinces, known 

collectively as the Low Countries, including parts of present-day Netherlands, Belgium, 

Luxembourg, and France. Each province had its own idiosyncratic set of laws, customs, 

language, and governance. The Holy Roman Emperor Charles V (1500-1558), who was 

also King of Spain, abdicated his Spanish throne in favor of his son Philip II (1527-

1598), and the imperial title to his brother Ferdinand I (1503-1564) in 1556. However, 

the rumblings of the Dutch Revolt began much earlier than the official 1568 date; the 

northern provinces were already in turmoil at the outset of Charles’ Spanish reign in 

1516.14  

                                                            
14 Jonathan I. Israel, The Dutch Republic: Its Rise, Greatness and Fall, 1477‐1806 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1995), 34. 
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Like his father, Philip was a devout Catholic and sought an end to the Protestant 

movements promoted by Martin Luther (1483-1546) and John Calvin (1509-1564) by 

centralizing church and government functions. In doing so, he challenged the 

longstanding traditions of local power enjoyed by the wealthy nobles and burghers in the 

individual states.15 In addition, the Protestant clergy and populace feared the specter of 

the Spanish Inquisition, whose torture methods Charles defended as supremely effective 

against religious dissent in Spain.16 Charles had previously attempted to establish a 

tribunal in the Netherlands in 1522; however, the overwhelming numbers of Protestants 

made it a political and practical impossibility to carry out.17 A pamphlet that appeared in 

Wittenberg in 1546 by an anonymous writer contained news about the establishment of a 

new office of the inquisition in Antwerp.18 While that remains only a rumor, it is true that 

Charles and Philip both imposed strict heresy laws; for example, it became a capital 

crime to own a Protestant Bible in 1550.19 However, the effects of the Reformation across 

Europe were felt differently depending on the city, and many local magistrates refused to 

prosecute these new crimes. Religious oppression by Spanish rulers and the presumed 

papal endorsement of torture fueled the anti-Spanish and anti-Catholic propaganda that 

we see reflected in the engravings, and which informed de Bry’s work over his lifetime of 

various careers. 

Unfortunately, an accurate accounting of Theodor de Bry’s biographical 

information has been as difficult to piece together as the dating of the engravings. It is 

                                                            
15 Israel, The Dutch Republic, 38. 
16 Alastair Duke, “A Legend in the Making: News of the Spanish Inquisition in the Low Countries in German 
Evangelical Pamphlets, 1546‐1550,” in Dutch Review of Church History 77/2 (1997), 131. 
17 Duke, “Legend in the Making,” 130. 
18 Ibid., 129. 
19 Peter Limm, The Dutch Revolt, 1559‐1648 (New York, London: Longman, 1989), 12. 
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commonly accepted that he was born in Liége in 1528 to a family of goldsmiths, that he 

was raised in some manner of Protestantism, and that he ended up in Frankfurt, where he 

found his greatest success and renown as a book publisher. Aside from those facts, the 

reasons for moving so many times, to which cities, the years in which he moved, and the 

question of whether he was Lutheran or Calvinist, vary from source to source. Most 

information on museum or art websites across the internet seems to have originated in the 

large surveys by Nagler, Hollstein, and the Biographie Nationale de Belgique, all 

published in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.20 Limouze attempts to draw 

connections between de Bry’s biography and some of the imagery in these engravings, 

arriving at some creative if unlikely speculations. However, I am less concerned with de 

Bry’s own story or self-expression in his artwork than with how his audience might have 

experienced his prints. The most thoroughly-researched biography can be found in 

Michiel van Groesen’s Representations of the Overseas World in the de Bry Collection of 

Voyages (1590-1634) from 2008.21 Van Groesen consults guild registers, and marital, 

baptismal, and civic records as evidence to trace de Bry’s movements. Where necessary I 

will use van Groesen’s information to situate the artist and artwork in the proper context.  

De Bry moved to Strasbourg in 1560, where he entered the goldsmiths’ guild, and 

evidently made his fortune there.22 While we have seen how difficult it can be to date 

prints, there appear to be no works attributed to de Bry prior to 1570, unless we include 

the Charity engraving’s potential date of 1558. Around 1577, he left Strasbourg and 

                                                            
20 Académie royale de Belgique, Biographie Nationale de Belgique 3 (Brussels: 1872), 125‐128. 
21 Michiel van Groesen, Representations of the Overseas World in the de Bry Collection of Voyages (1590‐
1634), (Brill: 2008), 51‐78. 
22 Ibid., 52,55. 
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arrived in Antwerp, where he joined both the goldsmiths’ guild and the painters’ guild.23 

De Bry moved two more times in his life: to London in around 1585, and to Frankfurt in 

1588, where he settled and made his mark primarily as a publisher and illustrator of travel 

books. He continued to create ornamental prints and emblem books into the 1590s. While 

this unusually high number of relocations could be interpreted as the result of religious 

persecution—de Bry’s family was Calvinist—Van Groesen argues that the evidence 

points to de Bry moving chiefly due to business decisions: to be successful in the 

goldsmithing trade requires customers of means.24  

As a goldsmith, de Bry would have been accustomed to decorating gold and silver 

objects with designs like the engravings under discussion here. They are circular in 

composition, and just under five inches in diameter. They each have a central medallion 

or tondo with inscriptions and either grotesque decoration or vignettes in concentric 

bands. Each engraving is densely populated with imagery that is instructive and 

entertaining, and every element can have multiple associations and layers of meaning. 

Puzzling out whether these elements have significance or whether they are simply 

decorative is part of the allure of these images, presumably for the contemporary 

audience, and especially for today’s viewer. 

The inscriptions are quite lengthy: they run the full outer circumference of the 

circle, and some occasionally the circumference of the inner band. Significantly, they are 

also in both Dutch and French vernacular. Protestants in France and the Netherlands both 

faced severe persecution for their religious practice, so the engravings would have a large 

                                                            
23 Van Groesen, Representations, 57. 
24 Ibid., 55‐59. 
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reading audience in the publishing centers of Paris, Lyon, Antwerp, and other cities.25 

The Protestants of both regions migrated in similar patterns as cities became more or less 

hospitable to those of their faith.26 Huguenots, or French Protestants, were an important 

ally to the Dutch rebel cause, and some even fought and died under William’s 

command.27 Luc Racaut credits the early adoption of vernacular language by Catholic 

publications in France for the ultimate failure of the Reformation there; whereas in 

Germany and the Netherlands, responses to Protestant material were long published in 

Latin, missing the segment of the literate population who could not read Latin.28 Luther 

published his own writings in vernacular to reach the widest possible audience.29  

The primary subject of The Captain of Wisdom is universally acknowledged to be 

William of Orange. The inscription does not explicitly name him, yet there is no doubt 

that the engraving features his portrait. The reason is that his visage—and that of The 

Captain of Folly, the Duke of Alba—was so often depicted in broadsheets and other 

prints that it would have been immediately recognizable to any Dutch viewer. In the 

central medallion, William is shown in strict profile, in full ceremonial dress including an 

elaborate cuirass, ruff, and sash. His likeness echoes the typical portrait of a Roman 

emperor on a coin or medal, emphasizing his authority and his noble lineage. 

Interestingly, his portrait is strikingly similar to that of Philip II, less the Habsburg jaw 

(fig. 8). This design decision has two results: first, it elevates William to equal status with 

                                                            
25 Andrew Pettegree, “France and the Netherlands: The Interlocking of Two Religious Cultures in Print 
During the Era of the Religious Wars,” in Dutch Review of Church History 84 (2004), 319. 
26 Ibid., 319. 
27 Limm, The Dutch Revolt, 23. 
28 Luc Racaut, Hatred in Print: Catholic Propaganda and Protestant Identity during the French Wars of 
Religion, (Aldershot; Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2002), 21. 
29 Oliver Thomson, Easily Led: A History of Propaganda (Gloucestershire: Thrupp, Stroud, 1999), 177. 
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the king, and second, it might have provided plausible deniability. The fact that there is 

no explicit identification of the figure as William meant that if the creator or consumer of 

the image were found out by loyalist authorities, they could try to claim The Captain of 

Wisdom truly represented the Spanish king. 

The outer band of scenes and grotesque decoration is meant to reinforce the 

notion of William’s righteousness in his and the rebels’ cause by associating him with 

biblical and classical ideals of wisdom. First, directly below William’s portrait is King 

Solomon, who sits on a throne. He holds the sword, on the verge of cutting the infant in 

half to identify the child’s true mother.30 Solomon’s wisdom manifested in the ability to 

find the truth not only by intuitive knowledge but by getting others to reveal their own 

deception. Likewise, William was also known as William the Silent, due to his restraint 

and prudence in action and in words. He avoided traps laid by the Duke of Alba that 

would have led to his capture and execution.31 William is not only politically savvy; in 

this print he is compared with the very embodiment of wisdom in Judeo-Christian 

thought.  

Like Solomon, William was extremely wealthy because of his noble birth and 

inheritance. Before he was exiled and forced to forfeit his lands, he was one of the largest 

landowners in Europe, and held the important post of stadtholder, or chief magistrate, of 

the Netherlands.32 The inscription in the outer band of the engraving is a meditation on 

how wisdom, with the help and blessing of God, can create and maintain a peaceful land. 

As the exemplar of Wisdom, the Dutch text, when paired with the portrait bust, 

                                                            
30 I Kings 3:16‐28 (NIV). 
31 Limm, The Dutch Revolt, 31. 
32 Ibid., 17. 
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treacherously implies that William, not a representative of Spain, should lead the Dutch 

people: 

  Wisdom which has existed through all times 
Seeks godly peace towards the nation’s liberation 
And keeps the Prince in a peaceful state 
She loves the Truth and cannot tolerate 
Lying or deceit, Just are all her deeds 
Blessed is the government which follows her counsel.33 

  
Interestingly, the French inscription around the inner medallion is a completely 

different text from the Dutch, and seems to apply to this discussion of justice:  

From God comes all wisdom 
It is from him alone which begins 
And remains infallibly  
With Him forever 
The true beginning of this 
Is God-fearing ardent zeal.34  
 

This verse is loosely based on Proverbs, attributed to King Solomon: “The fear of 

the Lord is the beginning of knowledge.”35 Martin Luther wrote of a wise leader having 

no need for laws, as he would rule better by instinct and faithfulness in God; a wise 

leader would ensure justice be served in all cases.36 

The woman to the right of the scene is difficult to identify; at first glance she 

might be Venus, due to her beauty, nudity, and the presence of the Cupid figures at her 

feet. She may instead represent Fortuna, the goddess of chance, that force to which all 

                                                            
33 Tanis and Horst, Images of Discord, 83. 
34 My translation. 
35 Proverbs 1:7 (NIV). 
36 Martin Luther, Prelude on the Babylonian Captivity of the Church [De Captivitate Babylonica], trans. 
Albert Steinhaeuser, Wittenberg; Munich: Melchoir Lotter, 1520 (from modern facsimile by Johann 
Froben Verlag, 1520; 2002), 263. 
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humans are subject (fig. 9).37 Or, more fittingly to the theme of the engraving, she may 

represent Divine Wisdom. Solomon supposedly wrote the Book of Wisdom in the 

Hebrew Bible, in which he extols the glories of wisdom. He personifies Wisdom as a 

female figure upon whom all kings must rely to rule.38 In this engraving, she appears to 

be a composite of many symbols associated with wisdom as depicted in myth, emblem 

books, and paintings: a bird or owl, the serpent, the globe, the crown, and even Cupid 

(figs. 10-12).39  

 Moving counter-clockwise from the female figure, next there is a scene of a man, 

who resembles William, praying over his food. Protestants began reciting grace before 

meals, one of the ways they began to incorporate pious acts into their everyday rituals.40 

On one side of the man, a skeleton representing Death offers a stemmed cup—possibly a 

tazza—which may contain an alcoholic drink to tempt the man into incontinence. On the 

other side, the fearsome figure of the Devil holds a bellows and is about to blow smoke 

into the man’s ear, referring to the temptation of flattery. The man remains steadfast in 

prayer, which helps him to resist these temptations. This scene reminds the viewer that all 

are sinners, and all may be tempted, no matter their station. Even Solomon himself 

succumbed to temptation, so Protestants are warned to stay vigilant.41 This series of 

scenes may also reference the Roman church from the Protestant perspective: Like 

                                                            
37 Gabriel Rollenhagen, Crispijn van de Passe, Jan Jansson, Gabrielis Rollenhagii Selectorum emblematum 
centuria secunda, 1613. “Fortuna ut Luna (Fortune like the Moon).” Emblematica Online. 
http://hdl.handle.net/10111/EmblemRegistry:E019855 
38 Wisdom 6:22‐11:1 (NAB). 
39 Jean Jacques Boissard, Emblematum Liber, 1593, “Expers Fortunae est Sapientia.” French Emblems at 
Glasgow. http://www.emblems.arts.gla.ac.uk/french/emblem.php?id=FBOb051; Daniel de la Feuille, 
Devises et emblems, 1691. “Un Serpent dans les Fleurs.” Emblem Project Utrecht. 
http://emblems.let.uu.nl/f1691302.html. 
40 Morrall, “Protestant Pots,” 269. 
41 Against God’s explicit decrees to the Israelites, Solomon was seduced by and married foreign women, 
and was tempted to follow their gods. I Kings 11:1‐10 (NIV). 
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Solomon, it began in purity and wisdom, but was undone by the corrupting forces of 

money, lust, and power. 

The next vignette stands as another warning always to pursue justice: it portrays 

the Judgment of Cambyses from Herodotus’ The Histories.42 According to Herodotus, in 

ancient Persia, Cambyses convicted the royal judge Sisamnes of corruption and sentenced 

him to be flayed alive. His skin was then used to upholster the judge’s throne. Cambyses 

appointed Sisamnes’ son Otanes to replace him, reminding Otanes to constantly reflect 

upon the source of the leather upon which he sat in judgment of others. Gerard David 

painted a diptych of this subject in 1498 for the city hall in Bruges. Thus justice and 

prudence—also known as political wisdom—are frequently associated virtues, singularly 

prized in leadership and the administration of a state.43  

As a counterpoint to William as wisdom exemplified, the Duke of Alba was the 

inspiration for the engraving The Captain of Folly. In 1566, the Compromise of the 

Nobility was proposed to the Spanish regent, Margaret of Parma (1522-1586), to enforce 

moderate treatment of Protestants by rescinding the new repressive laws and taxes, 

thereby quelling Protestant dissent.44 Margaret appeared to deal in good faith with the 

nobility, and passed the petition along to her half-brother, Philip.45 While the nobles 

awaited a response, emboldened Calvinist iconoclasts in the Low Countries began to riot. 

                                                            
42 Credit to Tanis and Horst for the identification of the Judgment of Cambyses (Tanis and Horst, Images 
of Discord, 83). Herodotus, The Histories, ed.A.D. Godley, Book 5, verse 26. 
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus:abo:tlg,0016,001:5. 
43 Nicolette Mout, “Justus Lipsius between War and Peace. His Public Letter on Spanish Foreign Policy and 
the Respective Merits of War, Peace or Truce (1595),” in Public Opinion and Changing Identities in the 
Early Modern Netherlands: Essays in Honour of Alastair Duke, ed. J. Pollmann and A. Spicer (Brill, 2006), 
141. 
44 Limm, The Dutch Revolt, 21. 
45 Ibid., 21. 
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Philip ignored the Compromise and sent the Duke of Alba from Spain to pursue an 

aggressive military agenda against the Dutch. Alba became known as the Iron Duke for 

his cruelty, and he became the governor-general in 1567 after Margaret resigned.46 In 

1568 the seven northernmost provinces rebelled against the rule of Spain and declared 

themselves the United Provinces.  

In the central medallion, Alba is shown in three-quarter view, wearing decorated 

plate armor and a helmet with a lion and a high crest. His gaunt face, downcast eyes, and 

overall melancholic air give an impression of uncertainty.  His crow’s feet, traditionally a 

sign of wisdom, merely betray his advanced age (60). De Bry chose humor and mockery 

to depict Alba. In the words of Gilbert Highet, de Bry sought in his engraving to use 

“laughter and invective, to cure folly and punish evil.”47  

The mockery begins with a double portrait: there is a madly-grinning jester or 

fool’s face hanging around Alba’s neck. In the band of grotesque decoration surrounding 

the medallion, there are no discrete vignettes; it is one densely-packed, continuous 

procession of absurd figures and situations. Directly below Alba’s portrait is a figure 

under a baldacchino wearing what first appears to be a papal tiara, but upon closer 

inspection is a beehive with a swarm of bees. There are examples in emblem books, 

including one published by de Bry in 1593, where bees make their hive in a helmet to 

signify peace by putting a tool of war to an industrious use (fig. 13).48 The same concept 

                                                            
46 Limm, The Dutch Revolt, 30. 
47 Charles R. Gruner, “Wit and Humour in Mass Communication,” in Humor and Laughter: Theory, 
Research and Applications, eds. Hugh Foot and Antony J. Chapman (Piscataway, NJ: Transaction 
Publishers), 288. 
48 Theodor de Bry, Emblemata Nobilitati Et Vvlgo Scitv Digna singulis historijs symbola adscripta & 
elega[n]tes versus historia[m] explica[n]tesAccessit Galearu[m] expositio, & Desceptatio de origine 
Nobilitatis, 1593. “Laeta Beat Populos Pax, Quam Victoria Fecit.” Emblematica Online. 
http://emblematica.grainger.illinois.edu/detail/emblem/E001874 
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is also expressed in the Book of Isaiah in the Hebrew Bible, of “beating swords into 

plowshares.”49 In this case, however, the bees fly away from the head gear, indicating 

that it is not suitable for use. The farcical pope wears wooden barrels for clothing, which 

could refer to wine or other spirits; however, given that the engraving is about folly, his 

barrels may even contain gunpowder, as he recklessly holds a burning torch in his left 

hand. To be precise in the description of the rest of this band presents difficulties due to 

the chaotic display. Suffice it to say there is a riot of fanciful insects, anthropomorphic 

animals, and plant forms. There are many containers such as barrels, baskets, pots, tubs, 

amphorae, and even one tazza. Many of these objects are put to farcical use as clothing, 

armor, and furniture.  

The ideas of absurdity, buffoonery, and farce—also called reversals—combined 

with a procession, are characteristics of such carnivalesque rituals as the Feast of Fools, 

which started out as an ecclesiastical festival of subdeacons but was taken over by secular 

groups such as chambers of rhetoric.50 During this festival, the regular hierarchical order 

is subverted: a mock bishop would be elected and baptized with a bucket of water (which 

may also account for our papal figure wearing barrels).51 According to Ingvild Gilhus, the 

body and bodily functions become a focal point, and in the engraving we see the 

recurring themes of flatulence, vomiting, and numerous acts of both real and mock 

                                                            
49 Isaiah 2:4 (NIV). 
50 The Feast of Fools is one of four feast days that fall between Christmas and the New Year on the 
Catholic calendar, sometimes associated with the Feast of the Circumcision. The dates have varied over 
time. Carnival is a more general term used to describe religious festivals that employ reversals, 
performance, and inversions of status. See Ingvild Salid Gilhus, “Carnival in Religion: The Feast of Fools in 
France,” Numen 37, 1 (Brill: 1990), 24‐52.  
51 Keith P.F. Moxey, “Pieter Bruegel and The Feast of Fools,” The Art Bulletin 64/4 (1982): 641‐642. Article 
includes a detailed discussion of iconography such as gestures, word play, and symbols in Bruegel’s 
engraving The Festival of Fools that also apply to the imagery in The Captain of Folly. Bruegel’s print was 
published posthumously sometime after 1570, so it is not known whether de Bry had access to it while 
composing his engraving.  
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physical violence such as jousting, castration, and trampling.52 It also resembles, 

especially in scale, the marginalia of illuminated manuscripts which were often 

humorous, irreverent toward their source text, and vulgar. De Bry may have been inspired 

by festival woodcuts from the 1520s first created in Nuremberg by Hans Sebald Beham 

(1500-1550), who included proverbs and imagery regarding feasting and the results of 

overindulgence in food and drink (fig. 14).53 The topsy-turvy nature of the engraving is 

also echoed in its inscription: 

When a tyrant is a fool, beware, 
Time will reveal the mess he makes. 
Pride drives insane he who pushes wisdom aside. 
His honor is scandalous, as is apparent here. 
The good are inspired with fear, but the wicked love him. 
Blindness of the heart makes terrible madness.54 

 
Keith Moxey provides an additional interpretation of the Feast of Fools imagery 

in light of the Dutch humanist philosopher Desiderius Erasmus (1466-1536) and his work 

The Praise of Folly (1511), which was translated into several languages and distributed 

widely throughout Europe. Moxey argues that with Erasmus’ use of a personified and 

“playful” figure of Folly, “the concept of folly is provided with a new humanistic 

definition.”55 She even refers to herself as human.56 Folly, in other words, is herself a 

reversal. The foolish procession, in graphic image and in life, is not only meant to 

entertain but also to present an opportunity for the viewer to reflect on human limitations 

                                                            
52 Gilhus, “Carnival in Religion,” 29.  
53 Alison G. Stewart, Before Bruegel: Sebald Beham and the Origins of Peasant Festival Imagery (Aldershot, 
England: Ashgate, 2008), 1. 
54 Tanis and Horst, Images of Discord, 85. In this case, the Dutch and French appear to be the same text. 
55 Moxey, “Feast of Fools,” 644. 
56 “…that creator, who out of clay first tempered and made us up, put into the composition of our 
humanity more than a pound of passions to an ounce of reason; and reason he confined within the 
narrow cells of the brain, whereas he left passions the whole body to range in.” Desiderius Erasmus, The 
Praise of Folly, (Project Gutenberg, 2016). http://www.gutenberg.org/files/9371/9371‐h/9371‐h.htm. 
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while on earth—in the body—and on how to correct one’s own behavior.57 The graphic 

imagery is a multilayered comment on the Duke of Alba’s stewardship of the 

Netherlands: that it subverted nature, represented abhorrent behavior, and was the 

opposite of the order and justice promised by William in The Captain of Wisdom.  

Alba’s Council of Troubles, nicknamed the Council of Blood, continued to 

condemn and execute rebels from both the south and the north of the Netherlands. As the 

duke’s troops pursued William in 1572, they mercilessly sacked cities like Mechelen and 

massacred their residents, adding still to his reputation of cruelty.58 In 1573 Alba was 

recalled to Spain, but he left the Netherlands in confusion and chaos. While today we 

refer to the conflict collectively as the Dutch Revolt, it would be more accurate to 

characterize it as a series of local rebellions, shifting alliances and motives, and 

compromises. The Dutch Revolt proceeded fitfully as each side would gain and lose 

footing. The nobles who sided with William were forced to make their plans while in 

exile.  

Alba’s replacement as governor-general, Luis de Requesens (1528-1576), was 

open to talks with William and the rebels. He softened the treatment of the Dutch people, 

but the bankruptcy of the Spanish government meant there was no money to pay the 

occupying military. The troops began to attack and loot at will, terrorizing the citizenry.59 

Upon Requesens’ death in March of 1576, the military mutinied in the power vacuum; in 

November of the same year, the Spanish military sacked Antwerp, brutally pillaging and 

plundering the city in the so-called Spanish Fury. In the days that followed, both the 

                                                            
57 Moxey, “Feast of Fools,” 644. 
58 Israel, The Dutch Republic, 178. 
59 Judith Pollman, ‘Catholics were not asked’: Rebellion, 1572‐1585 (Oxford University Press, 2011), 11. 
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loyalists to the Spanish crown and the rebels in the cause of independence recognized that 

their priority was to expel the unpaid troops. William negotiated with representatives 

from every province to sign the Pacification of Ghent.60 

The Pacification of Ghent was published and distributed widely throughout the 

Netherlands, first in Dutch, then in French.61 It provided for a general pardon for anyone 

who participated in the Revolt, with no exceptions. It also stood as a declaration of unity 

with respect to the expulsion of the Spanish military. Under the document, citizens would 

have free passage between provinces, and the edicts on heresy would be suspended. In 

addition, all statues that Alba erected to himself in cities he claimed for Spain were slated 

to be destroyed.62 De Bry arrived in Antwerp in about 1577-1578, which would have 

been shortly after the Pacification was signed and Alba’s infamous statue there 

dismantled. William’s star was at its apex, and Alba’s repudiation by the general 

populace was complete: due to this state of affairs, it seems probable that the four 

engravings were created and published sometime after 1577. 

Perhaps the most serious and barbed of the four engravings is Pride and Folly. 

The central medallion is the double portrait of a fool and a satyr, a combination of 

characters that produces all kinds of wickedness as illustrated in the rest of the print, and 

as manifested in the political situation. The double portrait can also stand in for an 

unflattering portrayal of the Spanish monarchy: the nose of the fool forms the chin of the 

satyr, and vice versa, perhaps referring to the prominent Habsburg jaw. While peace 

seemed within sight, the Pacification of Ghent was ultimately short-lived. The new 

                                                            
60 Pollman, ‘Catholics were not asked’, 12. 
61 M. Baelde, “The Pacification of Ghent in 1576: Hope and Uncertainty in the Netherlands,” in The Low 
Countries History Yearbook (Dordrecht: Springer, 1978), 12. 
62 Baelde, “The Pacification of Ghent,” 9‐11. 
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governor-general, Don John of Austria (1545-1578), ratified it in 1577, but it 

immediately began to break down on both sides.63 It seemed impossible to accommodate 

the wishes of those who were loyal to Spain, those who bought into the Orangist ideals of 

liberty, those who advocated for religious tolerance, and those who wanted to eradicate 

either Catholicism or Protestantism.64 The Netherlands stayed united for only a brief 

time, and William had to make some unpopular concessions to attempt to keep the pro-

Revolt Catholics from pulling their support.  

The French inscription on the inner band is a general verse regarding pride and 

blasphemy. It states that one will suffer punishment for mischief on oneself, referring to 

the ugliness of the fool and satyr, or the physical ravages of sin on the face. With the 

fool’s head facing to the viewer’s right, directly below the medallion is a woman seated 

on a seven-headed beast. She is the Whore of Babylon as described in the Book of 

Revelation in the New Testament:  

There I saw a woman sitting on a scarlet beast that was covered with 
blasphemous names and had seven heads and ten horns. … She held a 
golden cup in her hand, filled with abominable things and the filth of her 
adulteries.65 

 
 The Dutch inscription around the outer band is different from the French, and 

refers to the Whore of Babylon, her cup of ijpocrisije (hypocrisy), and the absence of 

reason. The form of vessel the woman holds up more closely resembles a reliquary than a 

cup; this could refer to what a Protestant would have considered the dangerously 

idolatrous veneration of relics by those in the mother church (fig. 15). To her right, men 

and women kneel in supplication to the relic she holds aloft. Luther both condemned 

                                                            
63 Israel, The Dutch Republic, 187. 
64 Ibid., 191. 
65 Revelation 17:3‐4 (NIV). 
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idolatry and identified the papacy with the kingdom of Babylon.66 Likewise the statues 

that the Duke of Alba had erected of himself created an idol of his own image.  

 God is said to detest the sin of pride: “Pride goes before destruction, a haughty 

spirit before a fall.”67 The next two scenes illustrate both the celestial and terrestrial 

origins of pride, literally through the aftermath of a “fall.” Phaethon is shown tumbling 

from his horse-drawn chariot, as the epitome of hubris. Phaethon believed he could 

control the horses of the sun god; instead the earth became alternately scorched and 

frozen due to his erratic driving, and ultimately he was cast into a river by Zeus. His story 

may be a classical analogy to the Devil and other fallen angels, who dared defy God in 

their own pride, and were themselves cast down from heaven.68 Adam and Eve are 

represented in the next scene, as the origin story of human sin. Their fall was a fall from 

the grace of God; at the serpent’s encouragement that she would be “like God” in 

knowledge, Eve ate of the forbidden fruit and Adam joined her.69 In this vignette de Bry 

may be paying homage to Albrecht Dürer’s (1471-1528) engraving of Adam and Eve 

(1504), with the addition of the animals in peace and balance prior to the expulsion from 

Eden (fig. 16). Read in relation to The Captain of Folly, these images show the fate in 

store for Alba as the emblem of pride and vainglory in the Netherlands. 

 The next figure is a mounted horseman with a sword riding toward an abyss of 

flame and the Devil himself. The rider could represent Alba, as his style of crested helmet 

is very similar. He is dressed in the garb of a Roman legionary, which might be a visual 

device connecting Alba to contemporary Rome, and by extension the Pope. The image 

                                                            
66 Luther, Babylonian Captivity, 498. 
67 Proverbs 16:5, 16:18 (NIV). 
68 Revelation 12:9 (NIV). 
69 Genesis 3:4 (NIV). 
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may refer to Lucas Cranach the Elder’s (1472-1553) print of the Pope riding into the 

flames of Hell in the 1521 pamphlet Passional Christi und Antichristi, which promoted 

the Reformation by highlighting the corruption and worldliness of the Roman Church 

(fig. 17). Each pair of pages showed one episode from the life of Christ compared to an 

image opposite showing a corrupt contemporary practice of the clergy; it was meant to 

expose how the Roman Church falls short from its ideal model. In this way de Bry 

illustrates that the corruption that destroyed the mother church remains, at least under 

Alba’s tenure in the Netherlands. 

 The next section of the engraving is somewhat enigmatic: there are several 

terrifying yet fascinating creatures, including one that resembles a scorpion, with both 

insectoid and amphibious characteristics. They are rendered in high detail, their bodies 

adorned by various textures. They do not appear to be engaging in any action, nor are 

they identifiable as symbolic of any mythological beings. They could be merely 

decorative, or perhaps creatures from hell or representation of plagues. The scene next to 

that is the traditional symbol of pride and vanity: a woman in sumptuous clothing and 

jewels holding a mirror, standing next to a peacock. At first blush, the two scenes seem to 

have nothing to do with one another, but a French emblem from the mid-sixteenth 

century could provide a clue: the emblem shows a woman at a mirror in the top half, and 

a gathering of men around a scorpion on the bottom half (fig. 18). It was published in an 

emblem book called Morosophie, a portmanteau of the Greek words for folly (moría) and 

wisdom (sofía). The book’s theme of opposing concepts, as well as its multilayered 

wordplay, would have appealed to de Bry as a source for his allegorical scenes. The text 

accompanying the emblem reads: 
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As the curved tail of the scorpion terrifies our gaze, and yet appeals to us 
if it is painted by a great artist, so a woman, whose face time has plowed, 
is frightening, but she wins our liking whose face has been artfully 
painted.70  

 
These sections are meant to be seen together: on the surface as the concept of sin 

masquerading as beauty, and on another level as a self-reflexive commentary on de Bry’s 

own art and the value of artifice.71 It is a reminder not to be fooled by appearances, a call 

to humility and to “lean not on your own understanding.”72 

I discussed earlier how different collections would address the question of 

whether the four engravings were published as a set, and that Nagler did not even include 

Charity in his survey of de Bry’s oeuvre. The fact that it bears a date causes this 

engraving to stand out from the other three, and the date’s clumsy alteration also raises 

some questions. Every published copy of Charity contains a date with the third digit 

obstructed to read, “15?8.” There are two potential explanations for this coincidence: 

Either the engraving was originally designed in 1558 or 1568 but never printed until after 

it was altered; or, it was designed and printed in 1558 or 1568, and every copy was used 

as a pattern and destroyed in a workshop, and the surviving copies represent a later 

edition.73 I will discuss this process further in Chapter 2. In the meantime, perhaps some 

future scientific analysis may be able to determine the original year underneath the 

blemish. 

                                                            
70 Guillaume La Perrière, Morosophie, 1553. French Emblems at Glasgow.  
http://www.emblems.arts.gla.ac.uk/french/emblem.php?id=FLPb084 
71 De Bry did consider himself an artist; he wrote, “Art alone remained to me of the ample patrimony left 
me by my parents.” Van Groesen, Representations, 44. Future research could involve using this emblem as 
a jumping‐off point for a discussion of art and deception, and the artist’s role in fashioning dangerous, 
difficult, or frightening ideas into palatable forms for the viewer’s consumption.  
72 Proverbs 3:5‐6 (NIV). 
73 Michael Snodin, Ornament: A Social History Since 1450 (New Haven: Yale University Press in association 
with the Victoria and Albert Museum, 1996), 45. 
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Charity’s imagery and composition also distinguish it from the others. The central 

image is less a medallion than a tondo: instead of a bust portrait, it contains a full-length 

figure in a scene. The outer band does not have continuous grotesque decoration, but 

instead consists of distinct vignettes illustrating charitable works. The Rijksmuseum’s 

online catalog attributes the engraving to de Bry “after” Hieronymous Wierix (1553-

1619), which would account for its distinctive style compared to the other three. If Wierix 

had been the creator of the image, then the date would likely be later than 1568, 

otherwise he would have been too young to create such a design for de Bry to copy. The 

Rijksmuseum calls it 1588 with no explanation.74 However, in terms of how the print fits 

thematically within the set, 1588 would be too late, as we will see in Chapter 2. If the last 

digit is truly “8” then 1578 seems the most likely conclusion. 

The Art Institute of Chicago titles this print The Seven Works of Charity, with the 

central figure surrounded by what they refer to as the “Seven Corporal Works of Mercy: 

feeding the hungry, giving drink to the thirsty, clothing the naked, sheltering the 

homeless, ministering to the sick, visiting the imprisoned, and burying the dead.”75 The 

Book of Matthew, from which the list of charitable works originally comes, only lists 

six.76 We will see that the engraving deviates from both Matthew and from the AIC’s 

catalog description. The inscriptions in both Dutch and French on the outer band act as 

descriptive captions underneath the individual vignettes. 

                                                            
74 Irene M. de Groot, “Medaillon met Caritas,” Stichting het Rijksmuseum. 
http://hdl.handle.net/10934/RM0001.COLLECT.445508 
75 “The Seven Works of Charity,” Art Institute of Chicago, https://www.artic.edu/artworks/43527/the‐
seven‐works‐of‐charity?q=de+bry (January 7, 2019). 
76 Matthew 25:35‐36 (NIV): “For I was hungry and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty and you 
gave me something to drink, I was a stranger and you invited me in, I needed clothes and you clothed 
me, I was sick and you looked after me, I was in prison and you came to visit me.” 
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The key figure in the tondo is the allegory of Charitas, often shown as a woman 

with multiple children. For a Christian she would be a clear reference to the ultimate 

nurturing figure of the Virgin Mary. She is a woman of plenty: she wears jewels and 

beautiful clothes and suckles one child while a second child offers her an overflowing 

bowl of fruit. This suggests that charity multiplies, it never diminishes. An emblem book 

from Antwerp in 1615 shows a human soul offering alms while Charity, also known as 

Sacred Love, refills the soul’s basket. As Charitas nourishes, she in turn is nourished (fig. 

19).77 

The inscription in the inner band on Charity includes a reference to the passage in 

1 Corinthians 13, in which the apostle Paul describes love as the greatest of the three 

theological virtues faith, hope, and love.78 The French inscription reads:  

Charity gives joyously, 
Charity is good to all, 
Charity brings all that is good, 
Charity never abandons her own.79 

 
The biblical verse notes how one may have all knowledge in the world, but 

without charity, or sacred love, one may as well be the fool as depicted in the other print. 

When William gave up his position as stadtholder because he refused to carry out the 

Spanish king’s wishes to persecute his people, he was forced to give up all his lands. As 

prudent and wise as William was, according to this engraving, his acts would mean 

                                                            
77 Otto Vaenius, Amoris divini emblemata, 1615. “Facit munificum.” Emblem Project Utrecht. 
http://emblems.let.uu.nl/su1724_2_024.html#pi 
78 1 Corinthians 13:4‐7 (NIV): “Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not 
proud. It does not dishonor others, it is not self‐seeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps no record of 
wrongs. Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. It always protects, always trusts, always 
hopes, always perseveres.” 
79 Limouze, Legacy of Discernment, 110. 
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nothing without his Christian love for his people, whom he continued to protect despite 

his sacrifices. 

Feeding the hungry and offering drink to the thirsty is combined into one scene. It 

could be a design choice, to keep the image symmetrical. Another possibility is that the 

combination of the two acts within in one scene serves to associate them with the 

celebration of the Eucharist, with particularly Protestant features. First, wine was not 

included in the ritual until after the Reformation. Second, the men providing wine and 

bread to the poor, who are kneeling to receive it, are not the clergy; they are laymen. 

While the performance of the Eucharist was still strictly the province of the clergy, this 

may illustrate that the church is not the only place to perform charity, but that anyone is 

capable of giving or receiving spiritual and physical nourishment. De Bry includes the 

dove of the holy spirit at the top center of the vignette, to emphasize the divine approval 

of such charity. Luther argued that communion was not literally about eating, “for the 

sacramental eating does not give life, since many eat unworthily:” the sacrament is about 

faith, not food.80 Likewise, every meal is meant to remind one of the Eucharist.81  

De Bry used the example of the Caritas Romana (Roman Love or Roman 

Charity), to illustrate the act of visiting the imprisoned. Valerius Maximus (active 14-37 

CE) recounts this emblematic story of filial piety: Pero illegally breastfed her father 

Cimon while he was in prison to keep him alive.82 Her selflessness moved the soldiers 

                                                            
80 Luther, Babylonian Captivity, 502. 
81 Morrall, “Protestant Pots,” 268. 
82 Valerius Maximus, His Collections of the Memorable Acts and Sayings of Orators, Philosophers, 
Statesmen, and Other Illustrious Persons of the Ancient Romans, and Other Foreign Nations, Upon Various 
Subjects, Book V, Chapter 4, (Early English Books Online, 14‐37 CE), 232. 
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/eebo/A64912.0001.001/1:6.5.4?rgn=div3;view=fulltext;q1=Valerius+Maxim
us  
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that guarded him to set him free. Read in its contemporary context, it could refer to 

William’s own selfless but illegal act—that is, to revolt against Spain for the sake of his 

people. The implication is that it could be a virtuous act to break an unjust law.  

Across all the prints there are few ordinary women; most of the female figures are 

mythological, biblical, or allegorical. Charity shows two scenes where mortal women are 

shown in active roles. In the scene of ministering to the sick, the woman is not the one to 

read from the Bible. She is trying to feed and comfort the man in his sickbed, which is 

elaborately decorated and draped, implying that even the wealthy cannot escape sickness 

or death and are deserving of charity. In the scene of clothing the naked, one woman 

offers the other a gown. Women most certainly would have been part of the audience of 

this imagery as designs for a drinking cup: Claudia Goldstein notes that the care and 

maintenance of luxury domestic objects fell under the purview of the woman of the 

house.83 Large snails decorate this scene as well: the image of a snail from an emblem 

book (to which de Bry contributed) counsels patience as a path to wisdom (fig. 20).84 It is 

another visual connection to the engraving on wisdom.  

While many of the scenes on the engraving match up with the list of acts of 

mercy, the act of sheltering the homeless is replaced by one where Christ washes the feet 

of his disciples. It is set at the Last Supper and is described in John 13; the table is shown 

set for dinner in the background.85 It is an act of deep humility, and necessary for both 

salvation and a hygienic meal. On one level it is a scene of ultimate hospitality, as the 

                                                            
83 Claudia Goldstein, Pieter Bruegel and the Culture of the Early Modern Dinner Party (Farnham, 
Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2013), 61. 
84 Dionysius Lebeus et al., Regii Mediomatricv[m] Praesidis Emblemata, 1596. “Cunctandum Sapienti.” 
Emblematica Online. http://emblematica.grainger.illinois.edu/detail/emblem/E005334 
85 John 13:1‐19 (NIV). 
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charitable act of sheltering the homeless would be; on another it shows the means to 

salvation. Christ says that to accept him into your home or as your savior, is to accept 

God. William may be associated with Christ in his humility as a leader: in his Apology, 

he expressed the importance of love for “the liberty of the peoples among whom they 

exercised office and authority.”86 We can find yet another connection between all four 

engravings in the contrasting associations of hospitality with wisdom, versus deception 

with folly, in Proverbs.87 

The engraving does not include a depiction of or reference to the burial of the 

dead. In its place a man is shown doling out coins to beggars in ragged clothing. In this 

scene, as in the depiction of feeding the hungry and providing drink for the thirsty, it is 

not the clergy providing charity, but a layman again. Relief for the poor was addressed in 

different ways during the post-Reformation period: in Catholic countries, alms were 

primarily the province of the church and individuals, whereas in Protestant cities, poor 

relief was the responsibility of the state.88 However, it is also possible that this scene is an 

oblique homage to William and others who signed the Compromise of the Nobility in 

1566. At the meeting where the Compromise was presented to Margaret of Parma, the 

nobles were referred to scornfully as “beggars.” From that day, the rebellious nobles co-

opted the name and used it as a badge of honor. They even masqueraded as poor men; 

van Nierop suggests it was the same type of inversion as seen at the Feast of Fools or 

Carnival, both civic rituals where the world is topsy-turvy and the forbidden becomes 

                                                            
86 "William of Orange's Apology (1580): A New Annotated English Translation with a Brief Introduction," 
trans. Alastair Duke, in Dutch Crossing: A Journal of Low Countries Studies 22/1 (1998), 11. 
87 Proverbs 9 (NIV). 
88 Sigrun Kahl, "The Religious Roots of Modern Poverty Policy: Catholic, Lutheran, and Reformed 
Protestant Traditions Compared," in European Journal of Sociology / Archives Européennes De Sociologie / 
Europäisches Archiv Für Soziologie 46/1 (2005) 103.  
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permissible (fig. 21).89 The “uniform” of the Beggars resembles the figure doling out the 

coins; he is also being crowned by cherubim. In the lower left and right corners of this 

image, pelicans pierce their own breasts. Pelicans were symbols of Christ, as well as 

parental love, because of the bodily sacrifice they were believed to make to feed their 

young with their own blood.90 In addition to the association of Christ’s sacrifice for his 

followers, there is the association of a ruler sacrificing for his subjects or his country, as 

well as the responsibility of the state to provide charity, as illustrated in the pelican 

emblem Pro Lege et Pro Grege (For Law and Country) from 1619 (fig. 22).91  

Limouze suggests that the engraving of Charity may betray the secret sympathies 

of de Bry for the mystical sect called the Family of Love, based on the fact that de Bry 

had professional contacts in two prominent Familists: the cartographer Abraham Ortelius 

(1527-1598) and the publisher Christopher Plantin (1520-1589).92 While this is an 

interesting notion, and there is no firm evidence to the contrary, it seems unlikely. The 

Familists tended to keep a low profile due to their unconventional beliefs, and publishing 

engravings with such vicious imagery as appears on The Captain of Folly and Pride and 

Folly would not necessarily be in line with Familist practice.93 However, that a 

hypothetical Familist viewer of the print might find in it reference to their own lives and 

beliefs reinforces the idea of multiple layers of meaning. 

                                                            
89 Henk Van Nierop, “A Beggar’s Banquet: The Compromise of the Nobility and the Politics of Inversion,” in 
European History Quarterly 21/4 (1991), 425. 
90 Karen Edwards, “Milton’s Reformed Animals: An Early Modern Bestiary: P‐R,” in Milton Quarterly, 42/4 
(Wiley: 2008), 258. 
91 Salomon Neugebauer et. al., Selectorum Symbolorum Heroicorum Centuria Gemina, 1619. “Pro Lege et 
Pro Gege.” Emblematica Online. http://hdl.handle.net/10111/EmblemRegistry:E011464 
92 Limouze, Legacy of Discernment, 110. 
93 Christopher Carter, “The Family of Love and Its Enemies,” in The Sixteenth Century Journal 37/3 (2006), 
655.  
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In 1581, the Low Countries officially repudiated Spain’s rule, and William 

published his Apology, his masterpiece of anti-Spanish propaganda, which of course 

included references to the actions of the Duke of Alba, who had been back in Spain for 

eight years by this time.94 Meanwhile, the weakness of the alliance between all the 

provinces allowed for a resurgence of Spanish power, and Spain retook parts of the 

Netherlands that had been under rebel control. William’s popularity dropped 

precipitously and in 1584 he was assassinated in his home. However, while the unity of 

the Netherlands through the Pacification and other initiatives was fleeting under his 

leadership, William’s gift of diplomacy, his eloquence, and his ability to evade Alba’s 

traps, all contributed to his abiding reputation as a pillar of wisdom, and a fighter for 

freedom and justice.  

As we have seen, exploring the historical context, including the political and 

religious conflicts of the Dutch Revolt, is essential to understanding the layers of 

meaning in the iconography within de Bry’s engravings. Not only do the biblical and 

classical references and the contemporary portraits tell stories, they also reinforce moral 

lessons by providing real-life examples of hero and villain, good and evil. The next 

chapter will examine the situation of the engravings within the domestic life of their 

audience. 

  

                                                            
94 Israel, The Dutch Republic, 210. 
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CHAPTER II: Format, Audience, and Visual Context 

With the complexity and density of imagery in these four engravings, how did 

Theodor de Bry expect his audience to absorb it all? This chapter will address the 

imagery’s potential delivery methods, primarily as decoration for domestic objects but 

also as stand-alone prints, as well as the competency of this audience in absorbing and 

interpreting—“digesting”—the imagery.  

As stated earlier, Hollstein and Nagler identify the four engravings as intended as 

ornamental designs for metal bowls or dishes. Decorated gold and silver drinking vessels 

of the type called Kredenzschalen or Presentierschalen in German inventories of the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries are referred to in many collections today as tazze, a 

nineteenth-century term for a shallow cup or bowl with a pedestal.95 This type of vessel 

would be used for multiple purposes, such as drinking, serving and displaying fruit, or 

purely for decoration.96 The word tazza is of Italian origin, but the shape is found all over 

Europe, made from precious metals like gold and silver, from glass in Venice, and 

enamel in France.97  

Before engravings on paper were ever considered finished artworks in and of 

themselves, engraving began as an art of metalsmithing, in which de Bry of course was 

trained. An original design would often be created directly into the metal of an object, 

such as a plate or piece of jewelry, and a pattern could be made either by copying or 

                                                            
95 . J. F. Hayward, “Four Prints from Engraved Silver Standing Dishes Attributed to J.T. de Bry,” in The 
Burlington Magazine 95/601 (April 1953), 124; “Tazza” in Collins Dictionary, retrieved from 
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/tazza. 
96 Carl Hernmarck, The Art of the European Silversmith, 1430‐1830 (New York; London: Sotheby Parke 
Bernet, 1977), 125. 
97 E. Alfred Jones, Old Silver of Europe & America from Early Times to the Nineteenth Century 
(Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company, 1928), 212. 
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making a rubbing of that object.98 Designs could then be distributed via a pattern book 

(Modelbuch) that could be purchased by other artisans to decorate objects of all mediums 

in their own workshops.99 In 1550, Jacques Androuet Ducerceau imported a set of 

etchings with grotesque designs created in Italy to northern Europe. Designs, vignettes, 

and grotesques were endlessly adaptable to different shapes of object.100 While there are 

no extant pattern books containing the four engravings under discussion here, the sheer 

number of copies in public collections implies some measure of success in their 

marketing. Pattern books were traded like other books, at fairs, markets, and 

bookstores.101 Book dealers would often exchange inventory with one another at book 

fairs, so a set of prints could be distributed from one end of the continent to the other at 

large international book fairs such as at Frankfurt.102  

Unfortunately, patterns from a pattern book would often be destroyed during the 

transfer process from paper to object, because they would be applied directly to the 

surface to be decorated.103 This provides a possible explanation for the anomalous 

Charity engraving: de Bry may very well have created that design as early as 1558, but 

all the copies in that edition may have been destroyed by other artisans. He might have 

changed the date on the plate for the reissue of the print to complete the four-engraving 

set.  

                                                            
98 Hernmarck, European Silversmith, 361. The V&A holds pulls from actual tazze made by Johann Theodor 
de Bry, de Bry’s son. They may be identified by the creases in the paper as the pattern was created. 
Hayward, “Four Prints,” 124. 
99 Gaimster, German Stoneware, 144. 
100 Snodin, Ornament: A Social History, 37. 
101 Ibid., 27. 
102 Peter Weidhaas, Carolyn Gossage & W.A. Wright, A History of the Frankfurt Book Fair (Toronto: 
Dundurn, 2007), 40. 
103 Snodin, Ornament: A Social History, 45. 
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Tanis and Horst claimed that the prints were not necessarily intended to be 

engraved into a metal vessel, because there are no extant examples.104 If that were the 

case, then they would be an unusual size and shape for distributing, collecting, and 

displaying. Prints began to be collected on a large scale in the sixteenth century. Artists 

collected the prints and pattern books of other artists to train and expand their own visual 

repertoire.105 They would also rely on recipe books and manuals for instruction on 

methods and materials such as pigments, perspective, and proportion.106 Also, in 

accordance with the interest in classical texts by scholars in the Renaissance, especially 

after the sack of Rome in 1527, there was concern for recording the ancient sites in print 

form, so collections of prints were created, bound, and sold to intellectuals and tourists.107 

Scientists collected and used prints to categorize phenomena, as in emblem books, and to 

disseminate their discoveries. One collector who recognized the intellectual value of 

preserving prints was Ferdinand Columbus (1488-1539), son of Christopher Columbus. 

The aim of his collection of more than 3,000 prints, which he acquired during his travels, 

was to make the knowledge of the world, “the treasures of universal science,” available to 

scholars in Spain.108 Unfortunately, the inventory is all that remains today of his 

collection.109 

                                                            
104 Tanis and Horst, Images of Discord, 85. 
105 David Landau, The Renaissance Print: 1470‐1550, ed. Peter W. Parshall (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1994, 355. 
106 Pamela H. Smith, “Making Things: Techniques and Books in Early Modern Europe” in Early Modern 
Things, ed. Paula Findlen (New York: Routledge, 2012), 176. 
107 Peter Parshall, “Antonio Lafreri’s ‘Speculum Romanae Magnificentiae,’” in Print Quarterly 23/1 (2006), 
3,8. 
108 Mark P. McDonald, The Print Collection of Ferdinand Columbus (1488‐1539): A Renaissance Collector in 
Seville (The British Museum Press: London, 2004), 131. 
109 Ibid., 15.  
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It is of course impossible today to trace the exact provenance of prints from 

creator to consumer or collector, and then to current collecting institution. Individual 

prints and broadsheets were not typically included in the catalogs of the large book 

fairs.110 An artist’s workshop might contain a sizable collection that could be passed 

along as a lot through bequest or purchase.111 The small prints that survive to the present 

day, are generally the ones that were pasted into a book or album.112 While still 

vulnerable to pest infestation, fire, and water damage, paper in a book would be protected 

from light and from damage due to handling. Columbus’ print collection was stored 

separately from his book collection, which may have factored into its disposition and 

loss.113  

While the UAMA’s four prints are matted together for display, they were likely 

collected separately. The margins of The Captain of Wisdom are trimmed straight to the 

edge of the image, indicating that the print was pasted into a book (fig. 23).114 Thankfully 

a good number of dealers and collectors used the printing margins to apply adhesive, and 

not the back of the image, or else we may have lost many more prints over time to 

potentially deteriorative materials. The other three prints are roughly the same paper size, 

so they may have been bound together.115 However, there are no corresponding binding 

holes, and the coloration of the paper is more yellow on The Captain of Folly than the 

                                                            
110 David Paisey, “Prints at the Frankfurt Book Fairs, 1568‐1600,” in Print Quarterly 23/1 (2006), 55. 
111 Landau, The Renaissance Print, 355. 
112 Christopher Baker, Caroline Elam, & Genevieve Warwick, Collecting Prints and Drawings in Europe, c. 
1500‐1750 (Burlington, VT: Ashgate Publishing Ltd, 2003), 27. 
113 McDonald, Ferdinand Columbus, 147. 
114 Baker et al., Collecting Prints and Drawings, 10. 
115 Ibid., 12. 
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others. Perhaps future paper analysis may assist in determining the respective origins of 

the engravings. 

 It is unfortunate not to find either any intact pattern books with these designs, or 

vessels engraved with these images, but it does not mean they were intended only to 

function as works on paper. It is feasible that either de Bry, or another workshop using 

his pattern, may have engraved vessels with these images, but that they were melted 

down sometime in the intervening centuries. In addition, de Bry also began to make 

ornament prints for other metal objects such as jewelry and knife handles while he lived 

in Antwerp from about 1577 until 1584. He was still a member of both the goldsmiths’ 

guild as well as the painters’ guild.116 It seems safe to assume that he would have 

exploited his understanding of the medium and expected that the designs would have 

been used as ornament. A practical argument for the form of a round vessel is that to 

view both the text and the imagery in their proper orientation it is necessary to rotate the 

print. In the case of The Captain of Folly, the text and imagery are in opposite orientation 

from one another, requiring both clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation to view in its 

entirety. We can more easily imagine this feat accomplished by twirling a vessel around 

by its stem than rotating an album of prints.  

De Bry is credited with other blatantly anti-Spanish, pro-Dutch independence 

prints in the 1570s (fig. 24).117 If his aim with these engravings was to spread a particular 

message as widely as possible, then paper would seem to be a much more portable 

medium than metalwork. What were his goals in creating these designs for a drinking 

vessel? One reason could be economic. To work in silver requires a substantial outlay of 

                                                            
116 Van Groesen, Representations, 58, 60.  
117 Tanis and Horst, Images of Discord, 90. 
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capital simply due to the cost of the material; the clientele for such objects would 

necessarily be people of means.118 In the sixteenth century, Antwerp was a leading 

producer of ornamented household items such as tazze.119 The city still reeled from its 

sacking by the Spanish Fury in 1576, and demand went down in the short term for 

metalwork.120 However, under the policies of the Pacification of Ghent in the following 

year, Protestants who had been previously exiled were allowed free passage to return to 

the city. Antwerp’s guilds also gained significant representation in the city government, 

so there was hope that artisanal industry would flourish there once again.121  

De Bry may have been counting on these aspects of the political reality to 

stabilize the market for his imagery amongst the sophisticated patrons of Antwerp. 

Andrew Sawyer writes that the citizens of sixteenth-century Spanish Netherlands 

generally had a high level of “image literacy,” enabling them to readily decode meanings 

from prints, pamphlets, books, and other visual media.122 One contribution to this literacy 

was the chamber of rhetoric, or rederijkerskamer. Rhetoric played a major role in the 

civic life of the Netherlands; it was considered central to a harmonious society.123 Every 

large city and many small towns would have at least one chamber of rhetoric, a literary 

society whose duties included planning, writing, and performing in public spectacles and 

civic rituals such as triumphal entries, dramas, and processions. Membership in the 

                                                            
118 Hernmarck, European Silversmith, 20. 
119 Goldstein, Early Modern Dinner Party, 88. 
120 Van Groesen, Representations, 59. 
121 Pollman, ‘Catholics were not asked’, 24. 
122 Andrew Sawyer, “Medium and Message, Political Prints in the Dutch Republic, 1568‐1632” in Public 
Opinion and Changing Identities in the Early Modern Netherlands: Essays in Honour of Alastair Duke, ed. J. 
Pollmann and A. Spicer (Brill, 2006), 163. 
123 John Cartwright, "The Politics of Rhetoric: The 1561 Antwerp Landjuweel," in Comparative Drama 27/1 
(1993), 63. 
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chambers also provided opportunities for intellectual exercise for middle-class men who 

were not university-educated; this ensured a continued production of images and 

spectacles, as well as a continued audience for them.124 De Bry himself might have been 

the type of man to join a chamber for the professional contacts and prestige. I have not 

found any information on chambers located in either Liège or Strasbourg that de Bry 

would have been exposed to, but there were two major chambers located in Antwerp. The 

larger chamber, Die Violieren, was closely associated with the Guild of Saint Luke, the 

painters’ guild, of which de Bry was a member.125  

City governments would often sponsor the rederijkers’ productions, to use them 

as communication tools with their people, as well as for entertainment. These spectacles 

would typically have one specialist to oversee the production to ensure coherence within 

a given theme.126 Like de Bry’s engravings, they would contain allegories combined with 

current events, using humor or moral messages. They would often be accompanied by a 

published booklet containing illustrations and text to commemorate them (fig. 25).127 The 

commemoration of civic ceremonies was almost as important as the ceremonies 

themselves: cities would offer their prince copies of prints of an event in exchange for 

copies of paintings the court may have commissioned of the same event.128  
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Printmakers would emulate the experience of a rederijker’s procession by 

creating print series. Each image, just like each entry in the procession, provided more 

associations for the viewer to assimilate leading up to a final culminating image, typically 

with a moral message. For example, in a widely-publicized landjuweel, or rhetorical 

competition, held in Antwerp in 1561, a procession of seven floats called the Cycle of 

Human Vicissitudes—Prosperity, Pride, Envy, War, Poverty, Humility, Peace, and 

Prosperity again—ended with a float representing The Last Judgment.129 The virtues and 

vices, the four ages of man, the muses, the four seasons, the signs of the zodiac, and other 

humanist themes appear in the performances and memorabilia of the rederijkers, 

including graphic arts, broadsheets, emblem books, and decorative arts.130 The repetition 

of themes and figures in spectacles and in visual art created the opportunity for viewers to 

broaden their scope of connections, their “web of allusions.”131  

Like prints in series, and floats in processionals, the tazza was a typical form of 

domestic object to display sets of multiple associated images.132 Unlike prints, which in 

many cases would remain hidden in the library, these objects would serve as constant 

reminders of one’s Christian duties—particularly in the case of the de Bry engravings—

to pursue virtue and avoid sin and vice.133 De Bry employed the theme of virtues and 

vices in the four engravings: wisdom, charity, justice, love, and mercy in contrast to 

pride, folly, madness, and sin, all to stand in for the moral contrast between William and 

                                                            
Low Countries, 1300‐1650, eds. Robert Stein and Judith Pollman, (Brill: ProQuest Ebooks Central, 2009), 
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Alba and their respective political and religious associations. Rotating the individual 

prints makes a procession of the images and text contained therein that echoes the cycle 

of floats beginning and ending with the same image.  

To aid their viewers in the interpretation of imagery, artists would sometimes 

combine different styles of figures within the same image. In other words, mythical 

figures are often depicted with idealized, naturalistic features we commonly call classical, 

while historical figures might be depicted by the northern European “vernacular” style.134 

De Bry does use both styles across the four engravings, but he does not follow this 

pattern throughout. For instance, the figures of Wisdom, Cimon and Pero, Phaeton, Adam 

and Eve, Charitas, and the medallion portrait of William have classical characteristics or 

are based on classical models. Scenes of this type are found in every engraving except 

The Captain of Folly, whose entire outer band demonstrated the details common to the 

northern vernacular style of genre paintings and prints. The shifts in de Bry’s style may 

be accounted for by the variety of his source material, or perhaps merely his personal 

taste.  

As R. W. Scribner notes, a strictly one-way interpretation from symbol to 

meaning would not accurately capture the processing of images; a back-and-forth dialog 

between image, text, memory, and viewer create multiple layers of meanings.135 There 

are multiple opportunities to crisscross between the images of the four de Bry engravings 

and make these associations. For example, a viewer could begin one string of 

associations with the resemblance between the portrait of William and a Roman emperor; 

                                                            
134 Shamos, Bodies of Knowledge, 8‐10. 
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associate that relationship with William’s own noble blood and lineage; contrast that with 

the farcical image of the Roman pope; remember the elevation of classical ideals and 

philosophy in the story of Pero; how it is reflected in Christ’s humanity, hospitality, and 

sacrifice; the Last Judgment; return to the manifestation of justice and wisdom in the 

person of Solomon; and back to William himself. The thorough processing of one image 

is enhanced by the presence of other images, which also makes for particularly effective 

and affective propaganda.  

Political propaganda was not invented in the Netherlands—even the Macedonian 

and Roman empires used the mass production of medals to spread their messages.136 

However, the proliferation of printed political and religious propaganda, using text and 

images on paper, began in earnest during the conflicts of the Dutch Revolt, when the 

unstable political climate created a demand for current news and opinion.137 By 1500, 

printing presses were present in over 250 locations in Europe, which made the production 

and wide distribution of printed works possible.138 Luther said the invention of the 

printing press was “God’s most extreme act of grace,” as he spread his religious agenda 

via the publication of his writings and sermons.139 Oliver Thomson argues that the 

insatiable desire for more printed propaganda initiated a boom in publication overall: the 

propaganda printing funded more book printing, which increased literacy, which in turn 

further increased demand for printed material.140 
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As in rederijker imagery, a common pool of propaganda imagery, or an 

iconography, began to develop, that artists drew upon to encode and communicate 

ideas.141 In addition, emblem books, which helped to standardize the illustration of 

important concepts and themes using text and images, were produced beginning in the 

1530s.142 The “image literacy” Sawyer identifies came from the ubiquity of such 

material: it was “visible” to everyone, in live processions but also printed and sold in 

bookstores, book fairs, markets, and by itinerant peddlers.143 Prints were used as visual 

and rhetorical tools, and had a significant role in shaping public discourse.144 Barbara 

Kaminska relates a public debate from 1578 in Leiden wherein theologians used a print 

by Dirck Coornhert (1522-1590) as evidence to argue such a weighty matter as the 

definition of a true church.145 Taken alone, the print seemed to have one message; 

considered within its intended series of twelve prints--like the de Bry engravings--its 

messages multiplied and depended on the viewer to make connections.  

As we have seen, visual propaganda was not limited to paper. Imagery was freely 

transferred between tableaux in public processions, broadsheets, satirical medals, 

paintings, ceramic tiles, and stoneware tankards.146 In fact, stoneware became such a 

popular medium for propaganda that firing stoneware was banned in Cologne during the 

sixteenth century.147 As Protestant families adopted religious and moral instruction for 
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use in the home, utilitarian objects began to bear imagery and text to those ends.148 In 

Protestant households, biblical instruction in was to begin early: Erasmus recommended 

that proverbs and verses be inscribed on domestic objects and even walls for didactic 

purposes.149 Inscriptions on stoneware vessels exhort their user to “Drink and eat, but do 

not forget your God,” or provide reminders to maintain a pious aspect, e.g. “To be poor 

and pious is my wealth,” and “Sober and honest that God may be with us.”150 In the case 

of the de Bry engravings, the complexity and delicacy of the script indicate that a 

metalwork tazza would be better suited to display such detail than stoneware.  

The tazza is especially appropriate as a didactic domestic object: it becomes a 

vehicle to incorporate not only religious and moral lessons but also communal rituals into 

everyday life. As was mentioned earlier, The Captain of Wisdom depicts a man praying 

over his meal, a reference to saying grace, which was a new domestic ritual of 

etiquette.151 It is no accident that a tazza is offered to him, and three of the four 

engravings include the form of a tazza somewhere within the imagery. The density of the 

imagery and text in these engravings implies that they served a didactic purpose and were 

not meant to be covered up by food; instead, they were intended as drinking vessels. 

The presence of the tazza in the imagery also refers to the rituals surrounding the 

drinking of alcohol. Drunkenness was equated with the sin of gluttony and could lead to 

other sinful behavior; however, drinking in moderation served a variety of essential 
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religious, legal, and social purposes.152 First, there is the obvious association with the 

Eucharist, as shown in the Charity engraving, where the sacramental wine is offered in a 

vessel resembling a tazza. While in the Roman church at the time, only the clergy 

consumed the wine, Protestant churches included the entire congregation in that part of 

the ritual. Thus in this context drinking wine—which has been transformed into the blood 

of Christ—is an essential element of one’s personal salvation.153 Second, sharing a drink 

to conclude a contract, in business or in marriage, was legally recognized.154 In Augsburg 

in 1590, a law was proposed to reduce public drunkenness by outlawing drinking in 

taverns outright. However, drinking was so important to conducting business that the 

uproar in protest succeeded in the rescindment of the law.155 According to B. Ann Tlusty, 

the ritual of contract drinking dates to antiquity, when every object was thought to 

contain a spirit. When two people drank from the same cup, they each absorbed a piece of 

the drink’s spirit; this spirit would know when either side reneged on the contract and 

would punish accordingly.156  

Third, drinking would be (and still is) used communally both to celebrate and to 

mourn, as an act of solidarity.157 Tazze and other decorated household goods were often 

given as gifts.158 Likewise, as Scribner points out, propaganda is not always employed to 

change minds, but to reinforce previously-held beliefs and to create solidarity within a 
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group.159 The importance of the rituals of eating and entertaining led to the concept of a 

separate room for their purpose in the homes of sixteenth-century wealthy Dutch 

families.160 A private dining room (eetcamer) would provide the ideal space for 

clandestine discussions and potentially subversive materials such as the de Bry 

engravings.161 This notion is echoed in the Charity engraving, where hospitality is 

elevated to a holy act. Those sharing a drink from the vessels with this imagery would be 

able to create a shared experience through the poignant and humorous aspects of the 

imagery. They also would share the drink only with those already sympathetic to the 

Dutch rebel cause; otherwise they would literally take their own life in their hands. 

Aside from the cost of the silver to make the tazza, it is a vessel that would not be 

practical for use by just any consumer. Its shape, especially when filled with liquid, 

becomes top-heavy and unstable. It would require the cultivation of poise and balance—

in other words, specialized table manners—to use (fig. 26). In the sixteenth century, there 

was a new emphasis on manners, concurrent with the ritualization of the dinner table.162 

Erasmus wrote several stories and other works on etiquette. In 1530 he wrote A 

Handbook on Good Manners for Children specifically for a Burgundian prince, but it 

proved to be very popular and was distributed all over Europe; it was published in eighty 

editions.163 Erasmus wrote that he hoped the inculcation of good manners, among other 

things, would assist the aristocratic Henry de Veere of Burgundy (1519-1532) to “win the 
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hearts of [his] fellow troops and commend them to the pursuit of good letters and 

morals.”164 Good manners, then, became an important component of leadership. These 

tazze would thus become status symbols and were the vehicle to demonstrate one’s social 

identity. While the discussion of biblical, classical, and contemporary imagery contained 

in the vessels would provide their owner the opportunity to show off one’s erudition, the 

deft manipulation of such an awkward cup would provide the opportunity to display 

one’s refined manners. The deliberate movements required to drink from a tazza without 

spilling also encouraged moderation, whereas a clumsy display of manners could be 

associated with the sin of gluttony.165 The dinner table was an optimal locus for moral 

instruction to avoid such sin, and to create the requisite conditions to fulfill social and 

legal obligations. The weighty nature of these obligations, performed while consuming 

the meal and the imagery in the engravings, grants further significance to their 

propagandist messages. 

Racaut describes the rules of propaganda as: the oversimplification of ideas, or a 

clear contrast between good and evil; crude, sometimes exaggerated smears; the 

assumption of consensus values, that “all right-thinking people agree”; and repetition.166 

Additional characteristics used in textual propaganda to engage the viewer are rhymes, 

puns and other word play, and nicknames.167 Martyrdom is also an especially powerful 

tool for propaganda, and William’s 1584 assassination may have revived interest in his 

life and his cause, and created a new market for these prints.168 However, The Captain of 
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Wisdom makes no reference whatsoever to his dramatic death, so my conclusion is that 

the engraving was created antemortem, and therefore the set of engravings fall into the 

time period in which de Bry was living in Antwerp: that is, between 1578-1584.  

The engravings fully exhibit the other characteristics Racaut describes. First, they 

set up the emblematic contrast between William and Alba as between virtue and vice, 

good and evil. If one places the two prints side by side “facing” one another, William 

would be at the viewer’s left and Alba at right. This composition is significant, in that it 

recalls the traditional iconography of The Last Judgment: Christ enthroned, the damned 

on his proper left side, and those bound for heaven on his proper right side. This method 

of contrasting ideas found particular success in Cranach’s pamphlet Passional Christi 

und Antichristi. The parallel further casts the tension between the two figures into the 

ultimate struggle for salvation: the depravity of Alba falls short in context of William’s 

virtue.  

As one of the primary techniques of propaganda, the emblematic contrast presents 

an all-or-nothing display of good versus evil. Due to its effective deployment during the 

Dutch Revolt, it is tempting for the modern viewer of these propaganda prints to conflate 

the political and religious aspects of the conflict; it would be convenient to conclude that 

it was strictly a rebellion of virtuous Protestant subjects against a corrupt Catholic 

regime. However, confessional identity was still being shaped and loyalty was not so 

easily predicted: some Catholics initially supported the liberation of the Low 

Countries.169 Prominent nobles who spearheaded the revolt, like William, originally 

wanted to maintain the Netherlands’ relationship with the Spanish monarchy, even years 
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after the conflict began.170 William also attempted a policy of religious tolerance 

throughout his campaign.171 Despite the differences between their reputed temperaments, 

William’s situation echoed Luther’s: while the two men did not initially intend to foment 

their respective rebellions, they both sought revolutionary changes from the inside for the 

preservation of an important institution. The engravings, while not specifically addressing 

the confessional divide of the sixteenth century, clearly communicate the sentiment that 

God has chosen a side in the Dutch Revolt. 

The engravings also engage in exaggeration. Alba’s crimes, while great and 

terrible in the eyes of his Dutch subjects, are equated to both original sin and the 

Antichrist. De Bry uses repetition of imagery, copied not only from emblem books and 

medals but from his own images to emphasize his message, relying on the prior exposure 

of his audience to such images and themes.  

As a master propagandist, William employed both the chambers of rhetoric and 

what we would now call a professional publicist, Philip Marnix, to curate his image of 

the pater patriae, or Father of the Country, through prints, pamphlets, and spectacles.172 

In some Calvinist cities, the chambers staged triumphal entries for William, once again 

associating him with Rome and classical authority like his portrait in The Captain of 

Wisdom.173 William’s heroic image has transcended the centuries: an unidentified author 

wrote the Wilhelmus between 1568-1572 in honor of William, and it is still the Dutch 
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national anthem today.174 On the other side, the effect of mass proliferation of prints and 

pamphlets attacking Alba is conveyed by his own reaction to them: Alba knew that if he 

tried to censor or respond in the public press, it would only multiply the rebels’ efforts.175 

The depiction of Alba’s grim visage as depicted in the de Bry engraving and other prints 

was so ubiquitous that it came to symbolize Spanish tyranny long after he left the 

Netherlands.176  

The biblical and classical references throughout the engravings represent the last 

of the propaganda techniques: the assumption of consensus values. The technique is a 

method of manipulation that relies upon the shared history and knowledge of civilization 

that a viewer would receive through education or experience of public spectacle. In other 

words, the assumption is that we all agree that wisdom is a good trait and that Solomon 

represents the epitome of wisdom. Thus, associating Solomon with William in the same 

image will result in believing William to be wise and good as well, especially in 

comparison with Alba’s illustrated folly and corruption. 
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CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this thesis is to illustrate the possible multilayered meanings of 

four ornament prints by Theodor de Bry. I began with a seemingly simple question: Do 

the four engravings by Theodor de Bry—The Captain of Wisdom, The Captain of Folly, 

Pride and Folly, and Charity—comprise a coherent set, or are they wholly separate 

prints? The question has led to further questions such as: When were they created? How 

would their audience understand them as a group? What purpose would they serve as a 

set that would go unmet if they were created separately? Were they created in their final 

form as prints, or were they intended to be engraved into metal vessels? Ten public 

collections each hold at least two of these engravings, but their online databases do not 

provide any consensus; the two exhibition catalogs that contain them also do not clarify 

the issue.  

To find some answers, it was necessary to examine the iconography, which 

includes classical, biblical, decorative, and contemporary propaganda imagery; the 

historical context, which spans several decades of the sixteenth century in northern 

Europe during the Dutch Revolt; the artist’s experience as a Protestant and goldsmith; the 

multilingual vernacular inscriptions and the implication of intended audience; the image 

literacy of the general populace; the Protestant use of decorated domestic objects to 

convey moralistic and propagandistic messages; the incorporation of ritual into the life of 

the household; practical use of the images as prints or as ornament designs; and the 

principles and practice of printed propaganda.  

I determined that all four engravings were most likely intended as designs to be 

engraved into metal cups, and were probably made between 1578-1584, even though 
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Charity may be a restrike of an earlier edition. During that period, de Bry lived and 

worked in Antwerp, a city with both the artisan and consumer base for decorative objects 

for the dinner table such as tazze. Hospitality and entertaining provided opportunities to 

display and discuss the content of such objects, to demonstrate status through refined 

manners, and to fulfill important social and legal duties through consumption of alcoholic 

drinks. Most importantly, the imagery of the four engravings could be understood by 

members of many levels of society, due to their exposure to print propaganda, emblem 

books, and rederijker productions. The engravings best represent the values of the 

emerging Protestant identity in sixteenth-century northern Europe in their intended role 

as designs for domestic objects; that is, how moral and biblical instruction begins in the 

home. As the consumers of the imagery considered the four engravings together as a set, 

especially at the dinner table, they would find self-reflexive and self-reinforcing 

messages of virtue and vice, good and evil: “Drink and eat, but do not forget your God.”  

Future avenues of research on these engravings might include paper and ink 

analysis for information on the time and place of their printing process. It may be 

possible to discover what the original date for Charity was. It would also be worthwhile 

for scholars of Dutch and French vernacular and script of the sixteenth century to 

complete the cataloging of these prints: first, for a review and completion of the 

translations, and second, to determine whether there is any significance to the differences 

in source material for each language. A review of iconography and gesture based on 

Moxey’s analysis of the Feast of Fools, with reference to Gilhus’ focus on the physical 

body, including bodily functions and both real and mock violence within these types of 
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processions, may provide additional entertaining and enlightening details within the 

engravings.177  

Lastly, a most intriguing idea would be to take a cue from Pamela H. Smith and 

arrange for a metalsmith to undertake the project of creating one of the tazze using de 

Bry’s designs.178 A contemporary museum-goer is forbidden to take the print off the wall 

and rotate it back and forth to view the entire image right-side up. And in the same way 

that de Bry could not conceive of a museum in Arizona one day displaying his ornament 

prints, today’s audience could never understand the full experience of the content without 

its intended physical form. To carefully hold the vessel filled with liquid and tip it up to 

one’s mouth, would allow one in some small measure to take in the messages as they 

were meant to be consumed. 
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FIGURES 

 

 

Fig. 1. Theodor de Bry, The Captain of Wisdom, 1578-1584, engraving on paper, 4 15/16 
in. diam., Collection of the University of Arizona Museum of Art, Tucson. Used with 
permission. 
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Fig. 2. Theodor de Bry, The Captain of Folly, 1578-1584, engraving on paper, 4 15/16 in. 
diam., Collection of the University of Arizona Museum of Art, Tucson. Used with 
permission. 
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Fig. 3. Theodor de Bry, Pride and Folly, 1578-1584, engraving on paper, 4 15/16 in. 
diam., Collection of the University of Arizona Museum of Art, Tucson. Used with 
permission. 
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Fig. 4. Theodor de Bry, Charity, ca. 1568-1578, engraving on paper, 4 15/16 in. diam., 
Collection of the University of Arizona Museum of Art, Tucson. Used with permission. 
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Fig. 5. After Benvenuto Cellini, Copy of Tazza, 19th c. (after 16th c.), silver gilt, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Purchase. 73.8.39. Creative Commons license: CC0 1.0 
Universal (CC0 1.0)/ Public domain (PD-US-expired). 

 

 

Fig. 6. Theodor de Bry, Charity (detail), ca. 1568-1578, engraving on paper, 4 15/16 in. 
diam., Collection of the University of Arizona Museum of Art, Tucson. Used with 
permission. 
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Fig. 7. Siegburg stoneware funnel-necked jug, ca. 1550-1575, detail. Rheinisches 
Landesmuseum, Bonn, inv. E.66174. (As published in Gaimster, German Stoneware, 
149.)  
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Fig. 8. Philip II on 1/5 Philipsdaalder, struck 1566, Guelders, Low Countries. 
www.numisantica.com. Used under Creative Commons license Attribution-ShareAlike 
3.0 Netherlands (CC BY-SA 3.0 NL): https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
sa/3.0/nl/legalcode  
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Fig. 9. Gabriel Rollenhagen, Crispijn van de Passe, Jan Jansson, Gabrielis Rollenhagii 
Selectorum emblematum centuria secunda, 1613. “Fortuna ut Luna (Fortune like the 
Moon).” Courtesy of the Emblematica Online Digital Collection and The Rare Book & 
Manuscript Library of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
http://hdl.handle.net/10111/EmblemRegistry:E019855  
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Fig. 10. Jean Jacques Boissard, Emblematum Liber, 1593, “Expers Fortunae est Sapientia 
(Wisdom is independent of Fortune).” French Emblems at Glasgow. By permission of the 
University of Glasgow, Special Collections. 
http://www.emblems.arts.gla.ac.uk/french/emblem.php?id=FBOb051 
 

 

 
Fig. 11. Daniel de la Feuille, Devises et emblems, 1691. “Un Serpent dans les Fleurs 
(Prudence itself/Prudentia ipsamet/Die Weisheit selbst).” Emblem Project Utrecht. Used 
with permission. http://emblems.let.uu.nl/f1691302.html 
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Fig. 12. Paolo Veronese, Allegory of Wisdom and Strength, ca. 1565, oil on canvas. 
1912.1.128 © 1998-2017 The Frick Collection. Creative Commons license: CC0 1.0 
Universal (CC0 1.0)/ Public domain (PD-US-expired). 
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Fig. 13. Theodor de Bry, Emblemata Nobilitati Et Vvlgo Scitv Digna singulis historijs 
symbola adscripta & elega[n]tes versus historia[m] explica[n]tesAccessit Galearu[m] 
expositio, & Desceptatio de origine Nobilitatis, 1593. “Laeta Beat Populos Pax, Quam 
Victoria Fecit.” Courtesy of the Emblematica Online Digital Collection and the Herzog 
August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel, Germany. 
http://emblematica.grainger.illinois.edu/detail/emblem/E001874 
 

 
Fig. 14. Hans Sebald Beham, Dancing Peasant Couples/Man Vomiting, ca. 1546-1547, 
engraving. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. RP-P-H-1042. Creative Commons license: CC0 
1.0 Universal (CC0 1.0)/ Public domain (PD-US-expired). 
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/search/objects?q=hans%20sebald%20beham&p=2&ps=1
2&st=Objects&ii=3#/RP-P-H-1042,15 
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Fig. 15. Lucas Cranach the Elder, Wittenberg Reliquary Book (detail), 1510, woodcut. 
1911.0708.1 © The Trustees of the British Museum. Creative Commons 
license: Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0). 
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Fig. 16. Albrecht Dürer, Adam and Eve, 1504, engraving. Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
Fletcher Fund. 19.73.1. Creative Commons license: CC0 1.0 Universal (CC0 1.0)/ Public 
domain (PD-US-expired). 
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Fig. 17. Lucas Cranach the Elder, Passional Christi und Antichristi, 1521, woodcut. © 
The Trustees of the British Museum. Creative Commons license: CC0 1.0 Universal 
(CC0 1.0)/ Public domain (PD-US-expired). 
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Fig. 18. Guillaume La Perrière, Morosophie, 1553. French Emblems at Glasgow. By 
permission of the University of Glasgow, Special Collections. 
http://www.emblems.arts.gla.ac.uk/french/emblem.php?id=FLPb084 
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Fig. 19. Otto Vaenius, Amoris divini emblemata, 1615. “Facit munificum.” Emblem 
Project Utrecht. Used with permission. http://emblems.let.uu.nl/su1724_2_024.html#pi  
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Fig. 20. Dionysius Lebeus, Jean Jacques Boissard, Theodor de Bry, Philippus Mornaeus-
Plessiacus, Petrus Neveletus-Doschius, Regii Mediomatricv[m] Praesidis Emblemata, 
1596. “Cunctandum Sapienti (Wisdom is to delay).” Courtesy of the Emblematica Online 
Digital Collection and the Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel, Germany. 
http://emblematica.grainger.illinois.edu/detail/emblem/E005334 
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Fig. 21. Anonymous, A Member of the Confederation of the Nobility, n.d., colored pen 
drawing. Courtesy The Hague, Rijksarchief Zuid-Holland (National Archives of the 
Netherlands), Handschriftenver zameling, Inv. No. 1672. Creative Commons license: 
CC0 1.0 Universal (CC0 1.0)/ Public domain (PD-US-expired). 
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Fig. 22. Salomon Neugebauer et. al., Selectorum Symbolorum Heroicorum Centuria 
Gemina, 1619. “Pro Lege et Pro Gege (For Law and Country).” Courtesy of the 
Emblematica Online Digital Collection and the Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel, 
Germany. http://hdl.handle.net/10111/EmblemRegistry:E011464 
 

 
Fig. 23. Theodor de Bry, The Captain of Wisdom, 1578-1584, engraving on paper, 4 
15/16 in. diam., Collection of the University of Arizona Museum of Art, Tucson. Oblique 
view showing trimmed paper. Used with permission. 
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Fig. 24. Theodor de Bry, Emblematic Contrast between Orange and Alva, with the 
Spanish Fury in the Background, ca. 1576-77, engraving. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. RP-
P-OB-76.832. Creative Commons license: CC0 1.0 Universal (CC0 1.0)/ Public domain 
(PD-US-expired). 
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/search/objects?q=willem%20&p=1&ps=12&involvedMa
ker=Theodor%20de%20Bry&technique=engraving&st=Objects&ii=7#/RP-P-OB-
76.832,7 
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Fig. 25. Anonymous, Landjuweel van Antwerpen, printed invitation to other chambers of 
rhetoric by Die Violieren, for a landjuweel event, lasting 19 days, in 1561. Royal Library 
of Belgium. Creative Commons license: CC0 1.0 Universal (CC0 1.0)/ Public domain 
(PD-US-expired). https://uurl.kbr.be/1065230 

 
 

 
Fig. 26. Paolo Veronese, The Wedding at Cana (detail), ca. 1562-1563, oil on canvas, 
Louvre Museum. Inv 142. Creative Commons license: CC0 1.0 Universal (CC0 1.0)/ 
Public domain (PD-US-expired). https://www.louvre.fr/en/oeuvre-notices/wedding-feast-
cana 
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APPENDIX: Inscriptions 
 
The author has no level of fluency in either Dutch or French--especially from the period 
in question--so where available, other scholars’ translations are used.  
 
* Author’s translation, using Google Translate and creative interpretation of cognates. 
† Tanis and Horst, Images of Discord, 83, 85. 
‡ Limouze, Legacy of Discernment, 110. 
 
The Captain of Wisdom 
 
Inside medallion, Dutch: 
 De Hoopman van Weisheyt 
 
Inside medallion, French: 
 Le Capitaine Prudent 
 
Inner band, French: 

De Dieu vient toute sapience 
c’est de luij seul quelle comence 
et demeure infailliblement 
Avec luij eternellement 
Le vraij commencement dicelle 
c’est craindre Dieu du ardat zele 
 
From God comes all wisdom 
It is from him alone which begins 
And remains infallibly  
With Him forever 
The true beginning of this 
Is God-fearing ardent zeal.* 

 
Outer band, Dutch: 

De Wijsheijt welck gheweest heft voor alle tijden 
Soeckt godsalighe vrede tot slandts beurijden 
En hout de Prinschen in een gherusten staet 
Sij bemint de Waerheijt en wilt gheensins lijden 
Leughen noch bedroch rechtueerdich is al haer daet 
Salich is douerheijt diese behout inden raet. 
 

Wisdom which has existed through all times 
Seeks godly peace towards the nation’s liberation 
And keeps the Prince in a peaceful state 
She loves the Truth and cannot tolerate 
Lying or deceit, Just are all her deeds 
Blessed is the government which follows her counsel.† 
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The Captain of Folly 
 
Inside medallion, Dutch: 
 De Hoopman va Narheit 
 
Inside medallion, French: 
 Le Capitaine des Follie 
 
Outer band, French: 

Quand un Tiran le sot et badin contrefaict 
Les temps produit apres son ordure en lumiere, 
Orgueil le rend un fol Sagesse len distrait, 
Puis vergogne a le suiare est tousiours coustumiere 
Des meschans est aijme visans a sa grandeur 
D’un cerueau esuente cause est la ueug le coeur 
 
When a tyrant is a fool, beware, 
Time will reveal the mess he makes. 
Pride drives insane he who pushes wisdom aside. 
His honor is scandalous, as is apparent here. 
The good are inspired with fear, but the wicked love him. 
Blindness of the heart makes terrible madness.† 

 
Outer band, Dutch: Mostly illegible 
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Pride and Folly 
 
Inside medallion, French: 
 Orgueille et Follie 
 
Inner band, French: 

Qui par orgueil aura forfait, 
Et aura use de blaspheme, 
Il portera de son meffait 
La punition sur soij mesme. 
 
Whoever by pride will have infamy 
and wasted blasphemy 
He will carry his mischief, 
his punishment on himself.* 

 
Outer band, Dutch: 

De Hoouerdije is soo groots en verblindt 
Datse Godt noch haren naesten en bemindt 
Een moeder der boosheijt vol tuists en tijrannije 
Principael als sij ghedroncken heeft dit wel versint 
Wit den babelschen cop vol ijpocrisije 
En hout sij maet noch reden in haer heerschappije 

 

The Whore is so big and blinding 
That God does not bother or love her 
A mother of wickedness, full of strife and tyranny 
Especially if she has drunk, she deserves it 
With the Babylon cup full of hypocrisy 
And sense has no reason in its dominion* 
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Charity 
 
Inner band, French:  

Charité ameine tout bien,  
Charité ne quiert pas le sien. 
Charité ioieusement donne 
Charité est a chascun bonne. 
 
Charity gives joyously, 
Charity is good to all, 
Charity brings all that is good, 
Charity never abandons her own. I. Cor. 13‡ 

 
Inner band, Dutch: Mostly illegible 
 
Outer band, French: 

Comme voz pieds ie lave icij 
Laves les [?] a l’autre aussi 
On reueste icij les nuds, 
Comme nous sommes tenus. 
Les malades faut visiter, 
A fin de les reconforter. 
Bienheureuse est la personne 
Qui aumosne aux paures donne 
Aux prisonniers faut faire charite 
Comme en prison mon pere aij alaicte. 
On donne a boire et a manger 
Aux pauures, pour les soulager. 

 

 As you wash feet here 
 Wash the others also. 
 We dress the naked 
 As we are required. 
 The sick must be visited, 
 To comfort them at the end. 
 Blessed is the person  
 Who gives alms to the poor 
 Who performs charity for prisoners, 
 As in prison my father was suckled. 
 We give food and drink 
 To the poor, for their relief.* 
 
Outer band, Dutch: Mostly illegible 
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